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Introduction

The Common Agricultural Policy offers limited solutions for a broken system

With 40% of the EU budget going to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the decisions made about which farming systems and practices to promote directly shape the kind of food system we have in the EU. By mainly focusing on competitiveness, the CAP has contributed to making Europe largely self-sufficient and a leading exporter of food globally. However, by not putting farm sustainability at the heart of its architecture, the CAP is not fit to address the challenges facing the agri-food sector from food security, to rural development, to climate change - less than 30% of EU agriculture spending goes to environmental and climate action and investments in sustainable farming systems account for a mere 1.5%. This has come at the expense of healthy farms, people and our environment which are critical for the sustainable development of agri-food systems.

The result is that the countryside is losing farmers

With farmers exposed to market volatility that is destroying their livelihood, income safety net appears to be having a limited impact in keeping farmers on the land - 1 out of 4 farms have disappeared in the EU between 2003 and 2013. The mass exodus is exacerbated by the CAP promoting ever larger and more specialised farms. This leads to greater dependency of external inputs, from synthetic pesticides and fertilisers use to the import of feed, and fewer and fewer employment opportunities. Farming is the backbone of rural economies and such trends severely threaten the long-term viability of rural areas.

The result is that good food is not reaching all people

Although we already produce more than enough to feed everyone, one-third of food produced globally is wasted – over 790 million people are suffering from hunger globally, while a further 1.9 billion people are classified as overweight or obese. In the EU alone, 20% of the total food we produce (88 million tonnes) is wasted annually at an estimated cost of 143 billion euro. At the same time, 43 million EU citizens were not able to afford a quality meal every second day in 2015. 7% of health budgets are swallowed up each year treating diseases related to obesity with further indirect costs resulting from a loss of productivity due to health problems and premature deaths.

The result is that the planet is being threatened

Intensive, industrial agriculture plays a major role in pushing the planet beyond its limits. The loss of genetic diversity and excessive amounts of nutrients are high risks areas if current development patterns continue. Trends in other areas including land use change and climate change are increasingly concerning. Globally, more than 90% of crop varieties have disappeared from farmers’ fields and 75% of the world’s food is generated from only 12 plants and 5 animal species. Moreover, an overabundance of nutrients resulting from over fertilization is polluting our air and water, and destroying the ecosystems. Unsustainable land use also threatens key ecosystem services and increases our vulnerability to climate change where agriculture is directly responsible for 10% of greenhouse gas emissions.

We have a different vision

Food and farming systems that are fair, environmentally conscious, healthy and caring across Europe and the world. To achieve this, we need to TRANSFORM FOOD AND FARMING. We need to move towards agricultural production that works with nature, promoting the natural capacity of soils, plants and animals which makes farms more resilient. This can only happen if the environmental, social, and public health costs of farming – largely ignored and often not correctly calculated – are better reflected in the price paid to farmers and the cost of food. With such changes, farmers and all
workers across the food value chain can be fairly remunerated, while value of food production can be fairly distributed across the system. Citizens play an important role in this transformation too, and therefore we need new business models and means of communications that can increase understanding and create trust between farmers and the people eating their produce.12

As farmers, we need to be aware that spending the EU budget largely on income support with a limited impact can no longer be justified – the pressure on the EU budget for agriculture is higher than ever before. The organic movement is strongly convinced that a strong budget must be allocated to the agriculture, but only by overhauling agricultural spending priorities and making a better deal between farmers and citizens.

Practically speaking, the organic movement is calling for a fundamentally new approach to the CAP that is capable of supporting sustainable development. Instead of allocating money for the number of hectares or individual actions, payments for farms must be holistic. In addition to produce valued by markets, it must prioritise the often hidden environmental and socio-economic services that farmers produce and provide to society as part of their whole farm business. Changing the focus would fundamentally support farmers whose approaches inherently works towards the socio-economic and environmental sustainability of their own farms, their regions and the citizens. In the end, this is a win for taxpayers and citizens too. A new CAP, aligned to the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,13 that is focused on the tangible, environmental and societal outputs of farming would help to keep farmers in business, provide high-quality food, and contribute to EU goals regarding rural viability, climate change and the environment.

1. Mainstream approach for public goods in agricultural production missing

Recognition of agricultural public goods by markets: Agriculture is highly dependent on our environment and natural resources to produce private goods (e.g. farm produce) and public goods (e.g. high on-farm biodiversity and clean water) for the market and society respectively. However, European farmers are largely confronted by the need to maximise their price competitiveness for the private goods they produce in an increasingly globalised food system. Such a system does little to consider the public goods they should also deliver which are critical to confront the challenges facing the agri-food sector from food security, to rural development, to climate change. These developments have been largely facilitated by an EU farm policy that is orientated towards accelerating agricultural competitiveness and ‘feeding the world’. This contradicts with the real need to create the right conditions for the development of more sustainable agri-food systems in the EU and beyond its borders, based on the principle of food sovereignty.

This paper sets out a Vision for putting the principle of public money for public goods at the heart of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy post-2020, based on a new deal between farmers and citizens. We call for a new flagship payment model that incentivises and rewards environmental and socio-economic services delivered at farm level. Whilst our Vision makes references to complementary support measures such as those related to farm advice and extension services, supply chain development, infrastructural investment, promotional activity and innovation, the paper does not purport to comprehensively cover all elements of the policy.
Growing consumer demand for farmers to produce public goods: At the same time, demand amongst EU citizens for sustainable food production continues to grow year-on-year. This demonstrates that a growing number of consumers are prepared to pay for food produced to higher sustainability and quality standards. However, whilst some farmers are already pioneering organic farming or other innovative agroecological practices and engaging with consumers about their production methods, they remain a small minority overall. As a result, fully implementing the principle of public money for public goods can start creating more solid foundations for mainstreaming high quality food production and helping Europe to start phasing-out its current approach of producing “cheap food” for global markets. In the end, such changes should move Europe towards greater agricultural sustainability based on more diversified markets and balanced development, both within and outside Europe.

2. Why we need to invest in public goods

Currently the costs arising from the negative effects of agro-industrial food production are neither considered by all producers nor fully taken into account by agri-food markets. The current paradigm has therefore led to the concentration of capital and stimulation of industrialised production in areas seen to have a greater competitive advantage, and rural depopulation and land abandonment in areas deemed to be uncompetitive. Moreover, there is often an insufficient economic motivation for farmers to provide public goods, demonstrating the failure of the market to adequately value public goods. Consequently, the negative impacts of industrialised food production, for the health of farmers, citizens and our environment, are largely paid for by society using more taxpayers’ money. This demonstrates the need for an agricultural policy that incentivises and rewards the provision of public goods which benefit both farmers and citizens. Agroecological practices applied at farm level can therefore be a key lever for transitioning towards more sustainable food systems.

Prioritising public money for farm system approaches enables farmers to make sound decisions on all aspects of sustainability for their entire farm enterprise and at the same time meet societal expectations. As a result:

- Farmers can better recognise both private and public goods as part of their overall farm system and be incentivised to integrate them into their farm management
- Societal demands can be reached by policymakers through the implementation of a multi-targeted policy approach that delivers a wide range of environmental and social benefits.

In practice, public money for public goods means policymakers giving a “political” value to all public goods delivered within the entire farm system. We can already learn from a growing number of agri-food stakeholder-led initiatives where sustainability indicators and payment models taking a farm system approach have been developed and piloted in Europe.
Public money for public goods based on sustainable agricultural land management by farmers

We define public goods as the environmental and socio-economic services of a farming system that can be ‘consumed’ freely by citizens without reducing the availability for the rest of society. For illustrative purposes this includes:

**Environmental Aspects**
- **Good water and air quality** – reducing stocking rates, managing manure and only using substances that have a limited impact on the agroecosystem
- **High on-farm biodiversity** – conserving a high level of biological diversity to support a proper functioning agroecosystem and ecosystem services
- **Long-term stable soils** – building and managing soil fertility and soil biological activity, whilst maximising the recycling of nutrients and organic matter
- **Climate change mitigation and adaptation** – contributing to carbon sequestration, reducing energy use, optimised crop rotation and agroforestry

**Socio-economic aspects**
- **Agricultural Systems Diversity**– preserving and developing farm genetic resources through the use of a diverse range of crop varieties and animal species
- **High animal welfare** - providing farm animals with diets and living conditions which reflect their ecological role and allow them to express their natural behaviours
- **Aesthetic and resilient landscapes** - ensuring the protection, enhancement and public accessibility to culturally and biologically diverse landscapes and features
- **Social capital** – contributing to employment and the rural economy and interacting with the local community

Our concept of public goods as the environmental and socio-economic services implies the interrelationship of such ecosystem services with social and ecological processes. Full consideration of the multiples “values” of such services is critical in order to prevent the commodification of the delivery of public goods.  

3. Obstacles CAP must overcome to fully support the delivery of public goods

Agriculture in Europe is largely dictated by EU policy developments, often determined by the outcomes of ongoing negotiations on international trade. Although the CAP has begun to move slowly in a more sustainable direction over the last two decades, through the introduction of specific reform objectives, it remains primarily orientated towards the international trade agenda. As a result, the CAP is unable to effectively support farmers producing both public and private goods because of:

- a disproportionate emphasis on international price competitiveness focused on low-cost commodity production (largely untargeted under Pillar 1)
- public goods payments primarily based on single practices rather than on targeted farm system approach (with only partial targeting under Pillar 1 and 2)
- payments calculated in terms of income forgone and costs incurred, not on the value of public goods delivered (due to WTO ‘green box’ restrictions under Pillar 1 and 2)\(^1\)
- greater preference from Member States to opt for 100% EU financed measures under Pillar 1 (due to co-financing requirements under Pillar 2).
The inability of the current CAP architecture to implement a fully integrated approach that delivers public money for public goods demonstrates the need to re-orientate EU agricultural spending towards confronting the underlying sustainability challenges facing the agri-food sector.

**A CAP that works for both farmers and society**

Our vision for the CAP seeks to place sustainable development at the heart of agricultural policy by bringing together both urban and rural communities to create a new deal between farmers and citizens.

**Farmers:** Public money should incentivise and reward farmers that actively contribute to public goods delivery as part of their overall farm system. This reflects the fact that public goods (e.g. stable and fertile soils and clean air and water) are intrinsically linked to sustainable food production, and good environmental and socio-economic outcomes for all. The delivery of public goods depends on the farm system and the different management decisions made, with some farms inevitably producing more and others less. Farm payments based on overall public goods performance therefore seek to create a public policy framework in which farmers as they produce private goods for the market can make good decisions on their overall sustainability.

**Society:** The growing environmental and socio-economic challenges confronting the long-term sustainability of our food production and the viability of rural areas demonstrate that society relies more and more on the ability of farmers to manage the rural environment and contribute to good socio-economic outcomes. CAP should be seen more as an instrument to enable farmers producing high quality food, whilst supporting the supply of public goods not accounted for by current markets. Farm payments based on overall public goods performance therefore seek to prioritise the EU’s common tax expenditure into a voluntary public goods payment instrument, beyond compulsory legal requirements \(^21\) that rewards maximum public money for maximum public goods delivered.

Farmers are therefore incentivised and rewarded for the public goods they supply in line with the demands of society.

4. **Long-term Vision for putting the public good principle into practice within the CAP**

Forthcoming CAP reforms need to set in motion a new deal between farmers and citizens that strengthens the environmental and socio-economic performance of the European agri-food sector. To this end, successive reforms would move the CAP to a new model of farm payments based on agroecological outcomes (see figure 1). Our long-term vision for the CAP therefore envisages:

- A public goods payment framework that incentivises and rewards farmers delivering a range of environmental and socio-economic services at farm level (100% EU financed)
- Complementary supporting measures covering issues related to farm advice and extension services, supply chain development, infrastructural investments, innovation, organic farming payments, and promotional activities etc (nationally co-financed) \(^22\)
- A single pillar structure with one budget, fully orientated to promoting agroecological outcomes-with public goods payments representing 80% of the overall EU spend and supporting measures accounting for the remaining 20% by 2034.
Mainstreaming public money for public goods in the entire CAP architecture requires policymakers to make fundamental changes to re-orientate CAP spending towards a single pillar. This single pillar approach is therefore based on flagship payment model that incentivises and rewards environmental and socio-economic services delivered at farm level, complimented by supporting measures (see figure 2). With Member States facing differing budgetary starting points, successive actions over the next 2 CAP reform cycles from 2021 to 2034 are needed:

2021: Immediate transfer of 50% of the existing Pillar 1 budget and 10% of the existing Pillar 2 budget to a new single budget for supporting public goods delivery 100% EU financed

2021-2034: Setting of mandatory budgetary milestones at EU level for the transferring of the remaining CAP budget to the new single pillar system

2034: Final implementation of the one pillar payment system with 80% of agricultural spending dedicated to public goods delivery and 20% for supporting measures.

Figure 1: New payment model for implementing the principle of public money for public goods
Current CAP Spending

- 2 pillars, 2 budgets
- Value of Public goods not taken into account
- Majority of spending untargeted
- Overall performance of entire farm not considered

New CAP spending

- 1 pillar, 1 budget
- Value of Public goods mainstreamed
- Targeted at reaching EU environment & climate outcomes
- Overall public good performance of entire farm considered

Figure 2: Moving beyond the status quo towards EU agricultural spending based on public
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20. WTO rules compatibility: The existing WTO framework must no longer be used as an excuse not to incentivise ambitious public good delivery. As a major global player in the WTO, the EU must be bold in its efforts to transition farming systems towards a more sustainable path by using its power and influence to press for an amendment of the definition of the green box criteria to ensure that the payments which remunerate the delivery of public goods are not considered as market distortion.
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22. To ensure the full uptake of comprehensive packages of measures for public good delivery, some supporting measures will need to be compulsory with higher co-financing opportunities

23. The total transfer should include the 30% greening component plus an additional top-up corresponding to 50% of the Pillar 1 and the 30% minimum spending for environment and climate action plus an additional top-up corresponding to 10% of the Pillar 2.